EWSC RANGE RULES
Updated: 19 March 2020
1. Treat all firearms as if they are loaded at all times.
2. The muzzle of your firearm must be horizontal and pointing at the target when a round is chambered.
3. Always keep your finger off the trigger until you are ready to shoot.
4. Be sure of your target and what is beyond.
5. Always keep firearms unloaded with the action open, until ready to shoot.
6. There will be no handling of firearms during a cease fire.
7. Everyone must wear eye & ear protection.
8. Re-loading of ammunition on club property is prohibited.
9. No projectiles larger than #6 will be used on the trap field.
10. Rifle/Pistol shooters may only shoot paper targets. Trap shooters may only shoot legal clay targets.
11. Upon the sound of the buzzer or flashing lights you must unload with action open.
12. Rifle area shooters may not go down range to change or retrieve targets unless all firing points are
clear and all firearms are unloaded with actions open and the red light/buzzer has been activated,
including the Pistol Area. During a cease fire condition no one may handle firearms and must stay
behind the READY LINE.
13. Pistol area shooters may go down range at anytime when all the pistol area shooters agree and their
firearms are unloaded, with actions open and the blue light has been activated and all shooters are
behind the READY LINE. During a cease fire condition no one may handle firearms and must stay behind
the READY LINE.
14. Rim-fire rifles may be used on the pistol range.
15. Consumption of alcohol or illegal drugs is not allowed.
16. No smoking is allowed on the firing line.
17. During a club activity, members must ask permission of the "Activity Chairman" that is running that
event for use of the balance of the range facilities.
18. The use of .50 caliber BMG ammunition, or any NFA Class II or III firearm is not permitted.
19. Any device or physical manipulation which increases the rate of fire is not permitted.
20. Pistols may be shot on the rifle range only if the barrel is 6” or longer and designed for long range
shooting. Set targets at 50 yards or greater.
21. Guests must be supervised by a member.
22. No shooting if any of the safety systems are not functioning.
23. Pistol and Shotgun ports are to remained closed when the 200 yard pits are manned.
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